PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT

ACTIVITY: MEASURE HUMAN IMPACT
you will need:

A metre-rule or
tape measure

Some sticks
and string

Paper and pen/
clipboard

What to do:

4

Make a list
of all the
different
types of
plant and animal
species that
you can find
in each area.

5

What do you notice about the
number of plant and animal
species in Area A compared
to those in Area B?

6

What can you say about
the impact of human
activity on the biodiversity
of these areas?

WHAT’S HAPPENING HERE?

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.

In nature there are many food
chains linked together to make
a network. All the living things
depend on each other, so the
network continues year after year.
We say it is sustainable.

When animals or plants are
removed from an area, other
species that depend on them die.
This reduces the biodiversity
of the environment.
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Space Science and Biodiversity
What have space
and biodiversity
got to do with one
another?

The South African National
Space Agency is using
satellites in space to monitor
biodiversity. Satellite cameras
take photographs of natural
areas on the Earth. This
allows them to notice threats
to biodiversity so that people
can take steps to preserve the
environment for the future by:
 S etting aside land for nature
reserves
 C learing invasive alien
species
 aking laws to protect
 M
nature

Grassland in relatively
good state

Degraded grassland

These satellite images show the effect of forestry
on natural grassland in the Cathedral Peak area
of the Drakensberg. The colours in the right-hand
image show differences in vegetation. The yellow
area indicates grassland degraded by forestry.

puzzle your mind!!!
Use these clues to find the missing words. There are a few letters
to help you. The answers are all in this worksheet.
1. This word describes a plant or animal species that has totally
died out.
2. Bad farming can cause soil ____________ .
3. When the plants and animals in a healthy environment form
a network that keeps it going, we say the environment is
____________ .
4. Humans make these devices that move
around the earth in space.
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4

5. The name of a type of invading alien plant.
6. These images are used to monitor the
diversity of plants in an area of land.
7. This word indicates the wide variety of different
living things on Earth.
8. The different kinds of living things.
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careers:

curriculum
links

 Environmental

 GRADE 8: LIFE & LI
VING
(THE ENVIRONMENT)
GRADE 10: LIFE SC
IENCES
(BIODIVERSITY AND
CLASSIFICATION)
GRADE 11: LIFE SCIE
NCES
(HUMAN IMPACT ON
ENVIRONMENT)

scientist

 Computer

programmer
for ecosystem
modeling

 Soil

scientist

Dr Clement Adjorlolo is a senior remote sensing researcher
at the Earth Observation Directorate of the South African
National Space Agency (SANSA). Remote (far away) sensing
(getting information) allows Clement to use satellite images
to help make decisions which affect people’s lives.

HOW CAN WE LIVE SUSTAINABLY?

GIVE US YOUR
FEEDBACK

Is it possible for people to use
the environment in a sustainable
way? How can we prevent the loss
of biodiversity?

Humans change the natural environment by:
 clearing land to make roads and buildings.
 bringing alien plants, like wattles and bug-weed, that spread
and kill local plants.
 polluting water and soil, which destroys plants and animals.
 farming, which reduces biodiversity and can cause soil
erosion.

 over-using some plants, or hunting too many animals,
causing species to become extinct (die out).

1. What word have you made
in the column with bold
blocks in your word puzzle?
2. 
Write two things your
community can do to
conserve biodiversity.
Send your answers and the name of
your club to our Whatsapp or SMS
number 076 173 7130; email us at
info@sciencespaza.org; Facebook us at
ScienceSpaza or contact us through
our website www.sciencespaza.org

Start your own Science Spaza
Visit www.sciencespaza.org, email info@sciencespaza.org, sms or whattsap us on 076 173 7130 or write to
us at PO Box 22106, Mayor’s Walk, 3208

The Department of Science and Technology
contributes to increased well-being and prosperity
through science, technology and innovation. For
more information visit: www.dst.gov.za

Jive Media
Africa

The South African National Space Agency (SANSA) works to ensure that space science and
technology benefits society, the environment, the economy and the global community.
SANSA is mapping vegetation across South Africa using satellite images. The information
will be used by the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries for rangeland
assessment, by the Department of Water Affairs and Sanitation and by the Department of
Environmental Affairs.

Science Spaza is an initiative of Jive Media Africa. What moves you?
Find out more at www.sciencespaza.org

ScienceSpaza

